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About This Game

The craziest races are now on your hand with MiniDrivers! The animated serie which is loved by millions of people around the
world has a new main character: You! Create your own stores or change the rules becoming World Champion.

IS TIME TO RACE!
If something is peculiar with MiniDrivers is their way to see the sport. Who said races are boring? Surprises will be in every

corner with the power-ups that you’ve seen on the animated series. Freeze your rivals with the Freeze-o-Kimi, throw a
boomerang as the Australian drivers or smash your rivals as the most “shocking” driver does in real life.

Enjoy three different game modes, like the Tournament that will make you show that you’re the best driver. The season mode
will allow you become the 2015 MiniDrivers World Champion and the online tournament that will allow you to show everyone
that you’re the best driver with the weekly challenges against your friends around the world. Also you can enjoy the chapter of

your favorite cartoons and see all the chapters from our app.

A SEASON TO REMEMBER
Race on the 20 most known tracks of the series full of details and surprises that will shock you with the full grid for this 2015
season of MiniDrivers. Will you be able to beat Minicedes with your favorite driver? Now you can do it! Change the story and

specially… Change the rules!

MINIDRIVERS AS YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE
Realistic graphics adapted to the retina display of your Mac's. Also you will be able to change the amount of detail. You will see

everything!
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BECOME AN ENGINEER
Realistic physics for the most exigent drivers with an arcade handling for the little ones. All the people can race at MiniDrivers

the videogame! But don’t forget to upgrade your car if you want to be on top and beat your rivals.
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Not worth the time. The graphics and physics are like a step backwards.. nah not for me, give the robot some baps and maybe..
Seemed like a neat idea, but I lost interest after only a few levels. Decent AI however, it's fun if you like indie games.. I
purchased this route when it came out. The train was capable of ~346km\/h max sped with awersome acceleration. Since the last
game update, it barely can reach the max line speed and feels powerless. Takes away the excitement. Please change it back or
compensate. Btw the cab sounds are one of the best and the scenery is well designed. One of my favourites and I recommend it..
I read one review, in which the player complained that the clues were too easy to come by. The way I saw this game, the point
wasn't just to find clues - it's to follow the detective on his journey and choose the path he takes. I assume that most choices will
eventually lead to him solving the mystery, but even if they don't, it's fun choosing which informant he speaks to next, which
action he decides to take, etc. It's your classic choose-your-own adventure novel, and for me, it brought back tons of great
memories from my childhood. I personally loved this game. And I loved the visuals. The artwork was amazing, and I thought the
music was great too.
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Best Elifoot ever.. I am NOT sure where to begin. I bought this game in hopes that a family member and I may play it together,
that is NOT going to happen. I can not even get the game to actually start playing. The install errored, and after trying four times
the game started up but in a small 800x600 (maybe) window. the opening screen, a Typhoon jet flying at differing camera
views, will NOT stop playing. I am unsable to start an actual game and control the airplane. Also, the graphics are on par with a
Win98 game.

  If you can buy this at 80% off ~and~ you feel like trying to troublshoot the issues, give it a go. It "might" be some fun.. i think
this is the only two worlds title that is actually nice, and the only tower defence i could actually enjoy.. Spend the first 6 minutes
throwing planks at my friend, laughing my♥♥♥♥♥off.. money well spend. Nice idea but lacks complexity.

Possibly one of the most shallow tycoon type games ive ever played. You can pretty much unlock and have done everything
within the first day. After that its just increasing the size of your business which seems to be free to do whatever it wants as
theres no competition.

Somewhat disappointing.. Great game but i don't get all the little girls thing. A really nice and simple game! :D. Laggy as hell, I
rarely get more than 30 FPS on minimum settings. Buggy as hell, I fell through the ground several times and had to reload an old
savegame which made me replay about half an hour of gameplay which isn't very fun in a glitchy puzzle game with 20 FPS.

Weird riddles you don't even know you have to solve. Some riddles are broken; I couldn't solve the elevator code riddle in the
beginning because it didn't give me the feedback you need to be able to solve it.

Hours of backtracking for objects you can barely see. I got stuck because I didn't pick up a bottle. As it turned out it was a bottle
standing between 5 or 6 other bottles I couldn't pick up. I had to backtrack to pick up a small wooden handle lying on a wooden
floor in the shadows.

Walkthroughs aren't helpful because this is the Director's Cut Edition which changes riddles and object locations.

There's an achievement "Find all 4 flashlights". After I fell unconscious I lost most of my inventory, including my 3 flashlights.
When I woke up, I found my inventory in the other room - but only 1 of my flashlights. When I got back to the mansion and
found the 4th one, it didn't trigger the achievement because I didn't have 4 flashlights at the same time. Great job.

Seriously, this game was so good in the beginning, but after a while you start noticing what a mess it is. Worse than the prequel..
Damnn really nice game it made me feel like im in space
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